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Lakna rokee shrine botw

FlagView History Lakna Rokee Temple is one of the hidden temples of Zelda Legend: Breath of the Wild. Location: Lakna Rokee Temple is hidden in the forest with a fairy fountain directly east of Kakariko Village on the sheikah sphere platform. The temple is revealed using a sphere from the stolen heirloom search line. This quest can only be taken when
Link has completed three other side quests in Kakariko Village: Find a Fairy Fountain, Flown The Coop, and Firefly's Light. When they are finished, talk to the guards outside Impa's house in the village of Kakarik. They will discuss how the thief stole something from Paya, a shy girl who lives with Impa. Two women will be full of something so brave that stole
from them something so expensive. Wait for the fire right in the evening. At 10:00, one of the guards, Dorian, will leave his post. Be as sneaky as possible and follow him. Consider wearing stealth chest guard and other stealth armor, or eating stealth to boost food to make it easier. Save often as you follow, because if you get caught, you have to start over.
He'll take you to the Great Fair.  Keep the distance. Hide behind a cliff next to the bridge as it crosses. When he crosses the bridge, wait for him to say, Show yourself!, before you start talking to him.  Yiga Blademaster will reveal himself, and challenge you, not immediately dispatch Dorian. Press it with the arrows (bomb arrows if you have them) from afar,
and then use the shield and one-handed weapon to finish it off. He's fast, and hits very, very hard doing up to five hearts injury with one swing. Sincere food would be very useful now! When Yiga Blademaster is defeated, Dorian will confess everything to you and will give you an orb. Poor Dorian was blackmailed by the Yiga clan. His wife was killed to punish
him for leaving the clan, and his child was still wandering in Kakarik, looking for his mother, who she thought was hiding. Use the orb it gives you to activate the pedestal and uncover the Lakna Rokee Temple. When you get to the shrine, there are no additional challenges. There is a dual edge in the treasure chest. Near the village of Kakarik there is a second
shrine called the Lakna Rokee Shrine. Unlock requires a lot of work, though - complete the main quest, two-sided quest and temple quest. But that's why we're here. (Honest warning: Depending on how much you've already done and how well you've accumulated your inventory, these searches can help you complete a better part of the hour.) Find fairy
fountain side quest When you first arrive in the village of Kakariko, you will find a masterpiece of painter Pikang's work near the pond in front of the main house. He'll tell you about the nearby Great Fairy Fountain. Talk to him and ask him to take you there. He'll take you upstairs on the northern side of the city and past the Temple of Tal'oh Naeg, but then it
will run out of steam. Continue without it and take the left fork on the road. This will take you straight to the Great Fairy Fountain. If you are careful when you arrive, you can crouch and collect some fairies from the area around the fountain. (They will revive you when you die and restore your hearts.) Take a walk and examine the seed pod-looking structure in
front of you. You need a fork more than 100 rupees to actually meet the great fairy (but it's worth it because it is currently our favorite NPC). How does it get out of your shell (seedpod?) allow you to upgrade your armor in exchange for some parts of the monster. Before you go, take a photo of the fountain with the camera so that you can pick it up and show
Pikango to close its search. Flown The Coop side quest you next task is to complete flown coop side quest, and you pick it up from Cado, one of the guards at Impa's home. If you watch him for a while, he'll start to mount towards his cucco coop and freak out. It seems that a few of his dear cuccos have not returned home, and it's up to you to find them.
There are seven you have to find and carry back to the co-worker (or throw away from a distance, which is pleasant). Without any special order, you can find them: Near Pikang and the pond with a statue of the goddess on the roof of the clothing store directly in front of the Cado co-worker In front of the shelter near the campfire a little further uphill on the roof
thing in the northeastern corner of the city near the water mill Mellie plum garden. If she stands to watch, you will not be able to grab it - wait for her to leave (or sit by the fire until the night). On the south side of the city near the apple trees just south of tal'oh naeg temple on the northern side of the city Some of them are not large descriptions, but they are kind
of the best description we can give. Check the gallery above for every location on cuccos maps. Once you've tossed all the cuccos back into your co-worker, talk to Cado again to close the quest (and get a 50 rupee reward). By Firefly's Light side quest the third step to unlock lakna rokee temple is actually pretty simple – you just need to complete Firefly's
Light side quest. You pick up this quest by visiting Lasli at your home at night (that sounded less creepy in our head). She will tell you how much she spends catching fireflies. Your job is to bring fireflies to her - five of them, to be precise. If you're lucky (or a hose like we do), you can already have your own inventory of fireflies. If not, head back to the field and
crouch. Usually there are a few at your home at night. (You can also sometimes buy them from Beedle.) When you have (at least) five of them, select Fireflies from your inventory, hold five of them, then drop them inside your home. She'll reward you with another 50 rupees. (And then, before you go, jump around your room and recover all those fireflies
because they are in pain to catch in the wild.) The stolen search for the Temple of Heirloom With those three searches completed, something new will happen the next time you talk to the guards in front of Impos's house. It seems that the thief visited at night and stole an expensive artifact from Paya. Play the remaining conversations and spend the day with
Paya (she is another woman at Impos' house). There is nothing to do here, but it sets the time for the end of the quest for this sanctuary. The hero, as chosen by the heir to SHeikah, will be awarded an ancient blessing. - Impa, over the stolen Heirloom side of quest When you put Paya in bed (why does half of these quests have to do with visiting strange
women at night?), head outside and hang up to fire in Picang. Sit by the fire until night. When you get up, you'll have to wait a few more seconds, but before too long (10:00 a.m.m), Dorian will leave his post and start walking uphill. Give him a little head start, then follow him uphill. Stick to your distance – now would be a good time to eat a stealth-boosting
meal or elixir. Don't get too close or Dorian will notice you and spoil it all. Related Zelda Legend: Breath of the Wild guide and walkthrough Dorian will be constantly heading up the hill past the Tal'oh Naeg Temple. He continued into the woods on the same path you went to find the Great Fairy Fountain. However, he will take the right branch to the fork. Keep
the distance. When he crossed the bridge, let him get a little further in front of you - he seemed to be able to hear us so much better on the bridge - and save his game. Spoiler: there is a really hard fight coming up and you don't want to have to repeat that long, slow walk. After Dorian is over the bridge, it's your turn to cross. This will cause cutscene that will
combat Yiga jerk. Here's the deal: This dude is hard. Super hard - in that it can easily drain five hearts worth the health with one hit. At first we rushed close to the two-handed weapon. As a result, we did not discharge a single blow and almost died twice in thirty seconds. Don't be like us. If you are good with a shield, advanced fighting techniques and you
have a good weapon with one hand, we wish you luck. You're a better person than we are. That's how we treated him: unload every elemental arrow you have, being well out of reach of that frightening sword. We took him down with five fire arrows and several bomb arrows. After the fight, the Yiga jerk will drop the successor, and you will have a long
conversation with Dorian. At At the end, your job is simply to pick up the heir and drop him to the temple pedestal. You can also pick up the windcleaver, a powerful sword that yiga jerk dropped after defeat. Lakna Rokee Temple After all this work Lakna Rokee temple inside is legally simple. Just walk, get yourself a very nice edge double sword from your
chest and pick up your spirit orb. Postscript: Depressing observation If you wandered around the village of Kakarik for a while, you probably emerged into a small child named Cottla. She's running in search of her mommy, who's hiding. If you paid attention to Doriano's confession, you will remember that he mentioned that he met a woman and they had two
children. He also mentioned that he wanted to protect his children, Koko and Cottla. He also said that Yiga took his wife's life as a punishment for leaving the clan. So... Mommy's not hiding. And someone's chopping onions here. Related Zelda Legend: Breath of the Wild guide and walkthrough walkthrough
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